The Fully Human Anti-CD47 Antibody SRF231 Has Dual-Mechanism Antitumor Activity Against Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) Cells and Increases the Activity of Both Rituximab and Venetoclax
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**Scaffolded Antibody**

**Solute Antibody**

**SRF231 INDUCES CELL DEATH IN PRIMARY CLL CIRCULATING ANTIC masses MECHANISM THAT DEPENDS PARTIALLY ON PLCG2**

**SRF231 TREATMENT RESULTS IN BOTH INCREASED PHAGOCYTOSIS AND INCREASED CELL DEATH IN MACROPHAGE CO-CULTURES**

**SRF231 TREATMENT INCREASES THE EFFECT OF RTX AND VEN IN VITRO**

**SBF231 ENHANCES MACROPHAGE-MEDIATED PHAGOCYTOSIS OF RTX-TREATED CLL CELLS**

**SBF231 DISPLAYS PROFOUN ANTITUMOR ACTIVITY IN A XENOGR Model OF B-CELL LYMPHOMA AS A SINGLE AGENT AND IN COMBINATION WITH VEN**

**SRF231 TREATMENT INCREASES THE EFFECT OF VEN IN VIVO**

**SRF231 INDUCES CASPASE-INDENICATE MECHANISM DEATH IN PRIMARY CLL CELLS**

**SRF231 INDUCES TUMOR CELL LINE DEATH UPON ANTIBODY SCAFFOLDING**

**SRF231 INDUCES CELL DEATH UNDER SCAFFOLDING CONDITIONS IN PRIMARY CLL CELLS**

**EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN**

**METHODS**

**CONCLUSIONS**
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